
ANGELA WALTI received a Master's degree in Contemporary Art Theory from

Goldsmiths University in London in 2015. Her artistic and curatorial practice

moves between the activist and mediating aspects of art and culture, with a

focus on sexuality, interpersonal relationships and the body. She advocates

the recognition of sexuality as an important part of culture and the removal of

taboos from conversations on sexuality and work with sex.

artist/cutural scientist/sex educator

l https://www.facebook.com/dellepiubelle

l https://www.instagram.com/angiemargherita/

l https://www.instagram.com/lovelifewithangie/
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Education:

2019
Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts
CAS in Sexual Education in the work with children and adolescents

Since 2018
IKP, Institute for Body-Centered Psychotherapy
Further training as psychosocial counsellor

2014 - 2015 
Goldsmiths University, London
Master in Contemporary Art Theory

2013 - 2014 
Goldsmiths University, London
Graduate Diploma in Contemporary Art History

2008 – 2012
HWZ Zurich University of Applied Science, Zurich
Bachelor of Arts in Business Communications

2002 - 2006 
Stadelhofen, Zurich
Maturity with an artistic profile

Languages:

German, mother tongue
English, very good knowledge of written and spoken language
French, Knowledge of written and spoken language

IT- Skills:

Mac and MS-Programme
Adobe Photoshop
InDesign
Adobe Premiere Pro
iMovie (film editing)
MuseumPlus



Curatorial Projects:

2015 - 2019
Co-curation of the art program and transfer of knowledge at the
Porny Days Zurich

2019
No museum, Zurich
An affair with Porny Days

2014
Co-Curation
Gallery L1, Goldsmiths University London
Exhibition: Equality

Work:

Seit 2020 since today
S&X Sexuelle Gesundheit Zentralschweiz 
Sex Educator and Councellor

2019 – 2020
Migros Museum für Gegenwartskunst, Zurich
Administrative assistance

2018 – 2019
Migros Museum für Gegenwartskunst, Zurich
Research Assistant Mediation & Programs

2017
Migros Museum für Gegenwartskunst, Zurich
Supervision/Reception

2016 – 2017 
Migros Museum für Gegenwartskunst, Zurich
Trainee

2016
Barbara Seiler Gallery, Zurich
Internship

2007 – 2012
Various positions in marketing, communications



Performances:

September 2019
Tanzhaus Zürich
Liv Rita

August 2019
Lüchtturm am Theater Spektakel
CAUTION: SLIPPERY WHEN WET! Vol.2.

May/June 2019
Strauhof Zürich
CAUTION: SLIPPERY WHEN WET! 

January 2019
Kein Museum
Performance im Schaufenster

January 2019
Kunsthaus Zürich
Wie fühlt sich Ihr Haar heute an?

September 2018
Material
STRAP ON YOUR CHARM

Placement/Teaching assignments/Podium discussions:

From September 2019
S + X, Sexual Health Central Switzerland
Freelancer Sex Educator

From August 2019
F+F, School of Art and Design, Zurich
Lecturer
Art observation before the orignial

March 2019
6x sex Neubad, Lucerne Pornography discussion

September 2018
F + F, School of Art and Design, Zurich
Guest Lecturer in the Module: "Disco Balls & Glitter Tits“

Since June 2016
Migros Museum für Gegenwartskunst, Zurich
Guided tours & art education
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As part of the exhibition Schall und Rauch. The Roaring Twenties at the Kunsthaus Zürich and the
exhibition on Emmy Hennings and Sitara Abuzar Ghaznawi at the Cabaret Voltaire, Talaya Schmid,
Ivy Monteiro and Angie Walti created a performance and two carpet objects, so-called Soft Sculptures.

The objects and the performance reflect the dance and sexual emancipation of the 1920s and the
energy of that time and transfer it to the present day.

In the 1920s, "conventional role models in society and marriage were questioned and broken up,
disadvantaged and oppressed minorities made their voices heard in politics and culture."

As if 100 years later not much has changed, the year 2020 also stands as a year of revolt against the
discrimination and oppression of minorities and has thus not lost a bit of its explosiveness. Be it the
BLM movements worldwide, the women's strike in 2019 and the debates on marriage for all in
Switzerland. It's boiling and that's exactly where this art project picks up

September 2020
Kunsthaus Zürich
WET
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During a party at the Kauz Club Zurich, Talaya Schmid & Angie Walti ran a

Sexual Healing Area where you could pour your heart out. Angie & Talaya

advised and listened when it comes to sex, love, BDSM, toys, kink, STIs &

heartbreak. And of course they had a selection of their favourite toys and

books for the audience to browse through.

Januar 2020
Kauz Club
Sexual Healing Area
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Talaya Schmid and Angie Walti have been collecting sex guides from over 100

years since their Wild Card at Museum Strauhof in June 2019. For the

Leuchtturm Festival at the Theaterspektakel, they unceremoniously packed

their found sex guide gems into their suitcases and invited for a cosy reading

session. The visitors were invited to browse through the sex guides /or to

ponder with the two artists about what they had read or expeandrienced

themselves. The artists' aim is to create a space to talk about sex and

sexuality in a non-therapeutic, non-medical or non-religious context.

August 2019
Lüchtturmfestival
@Theaterspektakel
CAUTION: SLIPPERY WHEN 
WET! Vol. 2
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For Wild Card CAUTION: SLIPPERY WHEN WET! at Strauhof Museum,

Angie and Talaya collected sexual guides from over 100 years. At the
opening, visitors were asked to write down topics that they were

interested in. During the following 10 days, the two artists researched thes

themes. The research results, which varied widely in content depending
on how muchand what kind of information the artists could find, were

presented in a lecture performance at a Sunday brunch.

Part of the performance will be revived at the Lüchtturmfestival during the

Theatre Spectacle Zurich for one evening on August, 21st. 2019.

May/June 2019
Museum Strauhof
CAUTION: SLIPPERY WHEN 
WET!
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During a three-day residency in the Off-Space Kein Museum,

Tina Beerli and Angie Walti performed in the shop window as

sex workers. The background of the performance was to feel

how it feels to be exhibited like a commodity in a shop window

and to interact with the audience only through eye contact.

Januar 2019
Kein Museum
Performance im Schaufenster
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After a guided tour by curator Cathérine Hug on Kokoshka's art

and his relationship to women, the three performers Talaya

Schmid, Edward Ramirez and Angie Walti took up the socially

afflicted theme of "hair», inspired by the furry Alma Mahler doll.

Using tactile, olfactory and spiritual elements in their

performance, the artists questioned the norms of society,

identities, sexuality and relationships with the aim of self-

reflection.

Januar 2019
Kunsthaus Zürich
Wie fühlt sich Ihr Haar heute 
an?
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As part of the Werkschau 2018, the MATERIAL - Raum für

Buchkultur invited Talaya Schmid and Angie Walti to perform at

MATERIALSCHAU 2018. After an introductory meditation,

various BDSM-practices were demonstrated to the visitors using

sex toys, everyday objects and with the help of a slave-boy.

Through the DIY-character of the performance and the creative,

colorful living room staging, the performers gave the often

stigmatized BDSM-practices a new face. By reversing traditional

role-models, they questioned existing power relations.

September 2018
Material 
Strap-On Your Charm
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Talaya Schmid and Angie Walti have been working together as
artists since 2017 and, as an open collective, intervene in cultural

and art institutions with feminist, sexpositive* actions. For their

actions, they assemble everyday material into site-specific
installations and make use of familiar spiritual elements such as
meditation or yoga, which are combined with invented, theme-
specific gestures. The actions are based on proximity and

therefore take place at ground level, close to the audience and in

small groups, with the possibility of interaction, but without any
compulsion to participate. In this context, a direct, uncomplicated
aesthetics is also important to them.

* The term "sexpositive" stands for an explicit acceptance of any

consensual sexual activity among adults and for the promotion of
the sexual freedom of every human being.

Seit 2017
Zusammen mit Talaya Schmid
Offenes Künstler*innen-
Kollektiv
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The film and art festival Porny Days is an

annual sex-positive gender-fluid film and art

festival held in Zurich since 2013. In addition

to films, contributions from the fields of dance

and performance are shown. The Porny Days

hold panel discussions, exhibitions, readings,

installations, knowledge transfer events, music

acts and a party.

2015 - today
Porny Days
Part of the festival
direction/co-curation of the
art program and knowledge
transfer



Contact: 
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l mail@angiewalti.ch

l www.angiewalti.ch

l @lovelifewithangie


